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'is manuscript deals with the design of a metamaterial-based surface structure for high efficiency wireless power harvesting or
collection. Differently from the previously presented structures which require the use of thicker and low-loss (and for this reason
high cost) dielectric substrates, the presented work employs a dual-layer structure with a thin low-loss material and an air gap; they
allow for the design of very high absorption efficiency metamaterial-based surfaces, with noticeably reduced costs. Furthermore,
the air gap thickness can be used as a new degree-of-freedom (more easily adjustable than the thickness of a single-layer structure)
for the optimization of other design requirements such as bandwidth or structure sizes. In comparison with other existing designs,
the proposed metasurface shows a comparable absorption efficiency of 84.4% but with a larger power collection surface and
lower costs.

1. Introduction

Wireless power transfer (WPT) concept employing radio
frequency (RF) electromagnetic waves is nowadays
attracting considerable interest from both academy and
industry. Solar power satellite systems, high altitude plat-
forms, electrical vehicle or unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
remote “fueling,” as well as energy delivery to inaccessible
regions [1–3] are only few possible applications for long-
range WPT which are driving the research on this topic.

A WPT system is mainly composed of a DC power
source, a DC-to-RF power conversion stage, a transmitting
antenna, and an harvesting device (also called rectenna)
equipped with a RF collection surface (or a receiving an-
tenna), and one or more RF-to-DC rectifiers [2]. Since the
objective of a WPT system design is the end-to-end system
efficiency maximization, it is important that each WPT
system stage can work properly and efficiently; i.e., (a) the

DC-to-RF power conversion is very efficient, (b) the
transmitting antenna suitably shapes the radiated beam
toward the collection surface, (c) the most part of the in-
cident RF power on the collection surface is gathered and
delivered to the rectifier, and (d) the rectifier can work under
optimumworking condition, e.g., the rectifier input power is
sufficient to guarantee the maximum RF-to-DC conversion
efficiency.

For what the transmitting antenna design is concerned,
several beam shaping methodologies have been proposed
during years for both far-field and near-field, which are
usually based on the maximization of the active power flow
through the collection surface [2, 4]. In particular for near-
field WPT in the Fresnel region, different focused-beam
design criteria have been discussed assuming antenna array
discrete apertures as in [5], or taking into account a rigorous
energy-based multiport circuit representation as discussed in
[4] (to include parasitic coupling and other spurious effects).
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On the other hand, another key component of a WPT
system is the power harvesting device, which has to convey
an impinging RF electromagnetic wave to a rectification
circuit. Single rectennas operating at microwave frequencies
were initially developed [6]; however, when incorporated in
an array they exhibit a reduced power conversion efficiency.
Microstrip patches and spiral antenna arrays were then
proposed to improve the efficiency [3].

Recently, metasurfaces have been introduced with the
aim of maximizing the power conversion efficiency [7]. A
metasurface-based power harvester is usually constituted by
an array of metamaterial cells equipped with channeling
vias, and each cell is designed to achieve outstanding per-
formance in terms of absorption efficiency.

Many different metamaterial cell structures for energy
harvesting have been reported in the literature. In [8], an
electric LC cell was designed on a 2.54mm thick Roger
TMM10i (εR � 9.9, tanδ � 0.002), with measured maximum
unit-cell efficiency of about 93%. In [9], an asymmetric
electric LC cell was realized on a 3mm thick PTFE (εR � 2.65,
tanδ � 0.0007) with simulated maximum unit-cell efficiency
of 95.3%. A ground backed complementary split ring res-
onator (G-CSRR) was realized on a 1.524mm thick Rogers
RT Duroid 5880 dielectric (εR � 2.2, tanδ � 0.001) with a
unit-cell maximum efficiency of 83% [7]. In [10], a butterfly-
type closed loop element was implemented on an F4B
substrate (εR � 2.65, tanδ � 0.001) of 4mm thickness with a
peak efficiency of 81%. Polarization insensitive structures
were also developed with four rotated elements and multiple
channeling vias [11–13] or opportunely placing a single
channeling via [14, 15].

All the above cited examples are implemented on thick
and low-loss dielectric substrates that increase overall costs.
On the contrary, two structures developed “on air” are
presented in [16] (a split ring resonator loaded with a hollow
cylinder structure) and [17] (a split loop three-dimensional
structure without dielectric support), respectively.'ese two
solutions have unit-cell measured efficiencies larger than
97%, demonstrating that the employment of air structures is
beneficial in terms of efficiency. However, implementations
presented in [16, 17] are complex. Furthermore, unit-cell
area is only 0.026λ2, which means that the collected power
will be very small, making the design of a highly effective
AC-to-DC rectifier very challenging. In order to alleviate this
problem, an RF collection network is employed with 8× 8
metasurface arrays, achieving however reduced efficiencies if
compared with single unit-cell results, i.e., measured peak
efficiencies of 78% [18] and 86% [19], respectively. Another
possible strategy to increase the collected power is the design
of unit cells with larger area, as it has been presented in [20]
by realizing a tightly coupled antenna structure whose unit
cells are about five times larger than usually employed
metamaterial unit cells. Nonetheless, unit cells of this
structure are designed to be directly connected to an AC-to-
DC rectifier, requiring very high levels of impinging power
density to make the structure efficient.

Motivated by the above analysis, this paper extends our
original work [21] by developing a low-cost metasurface that
is based on a dual-layer structure composed of a thin and

low-loss dielectric material and an air gap. 'e original
structure in [21] already presented noticeable advantages in
terms of cost with respect to other previously presented
metasurface harvesters, and, in this work, it is shown to
possess very good power absorption efficiency. In addition,
the air gap thickness is used as a new degree-of-freedom for
designing unit cell that can increase the area to collect
wireless power and/or for broadening the structure band-
width. Moreover, the employment of a commonmetasurface
unit cell with a channeling via makes the structure suitable
for being integrated with an RF combining network, further
enhancing the collected power levels. An efficiency of 84.4%
is experimentally achieved for an 8× 8 array prototype, very
close to the efficiency level previously reported in the lit-
erature, but at lower cost and with larger size for larger
power collection.

2. The Proposed Metasurface Design

2.1. Unit Cell and Air Gap Structure. 'e metasurface unit
cell considered in this work is called electric LC, and it is
shown in Figure 1(a) [8] (this structure has been selected for
its design simplicity and the high conversion efficiency
performance [22]; nonetheless, the presented air gap
structure concept can be easily extended to many other unit
cells). It is constituted of one square ring with two metallic
bars oriented according to the required polarization
(transverse electric (TE) or transverse magnetic (TM)). As
described in [22], the loop structure is capable of capturing
an opportunely oriented impinging electric field, and it can
be qualitatively described in terms of an equivalent circuit
composed by a central capacitor (determined by the central
metallic bars gap and the gap among unit cells) connected in
parallel to the loop inductance. As it can be deduced by the
simulated surface current in Figure 1(b), the induced current
on the unit cell is then channeled by a via which passes
through the dielectric layer and the air gap, and it is con-
nected to a resistive load. 'e resistive load can be taken as a
predetermined value [19], or it can be optimized to achieve
the best efficiency [8]; in our case, it is taken as 100Ω to
simplify the realization of the energy collection network.

'e dielectric material is usually selected for its low-loss
tangent values to enhance power efficiency. However, a
thickness larger than 2.54mm is usually taken for optimizing
the impedance matching [8], increasing realization costs
(dielectric panel costs usually increase proportionally with
the thickness).

In the presented work, an air gap of height h2 is inserted
between the thin dielectric layer and the ground plane, and a
dielectric material F4B (εR � 2.2, tanδ � 0.001) is chosen
because of the low-loss property and its relatively low cost.

A comparison of a classical structure namely single-layer
(with h2 � 0) and the presented dual-layer (dielectric and air
gap) is presented in Figure 2 in terms of simulated S11 and
efficiency (results have been obtained with the commercial
software Ansys HFSS). In the simulation, Floquet port and
periodic boundary conditions are used to simulate an
infinite metasurface array, and the energy harvesting effi-
ciency has been analyzed for a TE mode with normal
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incidence. Furthermore, metallic parts have been taken as
copper (conductivity of 58×106 S/m2) with thickness 35 μm.
Unit-cell parameters L, s, w1, w2, g, and r have been op-
timized with the genetic algorithm optimization tool of
Ansys HFSS to achieve the maximum efficiency at 2.45GHz.
'e absorption efficiency is defined as

ηms � 1 − ρrefl



2

  · |τ|
2
, (1)

where ρrefl represents the reflectivity of the metasurface to an
impinging plane wave and τ is the transmission coefficient
from the unit-cell surface to the resistive load [17]. Opti-
mized unit-cell dimensions are provided in Table 1 (the via
position has been fixed for simplicity as w1/2).

As it can be observed, similar performance in terms of
S11 and ηms can be achieved with the two structures (with
peak efficiencies 98.9% and 99.1% for the single- and dual-
layer, respectively). However, it is worthy of note that the
dual-layer structure can (a) be better optimized (because of
an additional flexibility in the selection of the air gap
thickness h2), (b) better reduce the implementation costs
(because of the use of a thinner dielectric substrate), (c)
exploit the air gap thickness as a degree-of-freedom for the
design of unit cells with broader bandwidth (as it will be
shown in the next section), and (d) present a larger unit-cell
area to collect more power per unit cell (in this case, it results
in an increased collected power per unit cell of about 18.6%).
Finally, in Figure 3 simulated absorption efficiency per-
formance of single- and dual-layer structures at 2.45GHz for

different incidence angles are depicted to show that the air
gap does not affect the incidence angle stability.

2.2. Parametric Analysis of Air Gap 5ickness. A parametric
analysis of the air gap thickness h2 has been performed (with
h1 � 0.254mm fixed), and the results of S11 and efficiency are
shown in Figure 4. 'e performance optimization has been
carried out as described in the previous section.

As it can be observed, the increase of h2 leads to a general
bandwidth broadening.'e efficiency variation is, on the other
hand, unperceivable and it largely depends on the capability of
the optimization tool to find a parameter combination that
yields good impedancematching performance. Furthermore, it
is worth noting that the unit-cell size increase is not linear with
the increase of h2, and a maximum L exists (in our case, it is
L� 28.9mm for htot� h1 +h2� 4mm).

3. 8× 8 Metasurface Array and
Combining Network

An 8× 8 metasurface array with overall dimensions
163.2mm× 163.2mm× 8.867mm is depicted in Figure 5(a),
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Figure 1: (a) Metasurface unit structure, and (b) simulated surface current distribution of the dual-layer structure at 2.45GHz.
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Figure 2: Simulated unit cell S11 and absorption efficiency.

Table 1: Optimized dimensions of the two unit cells.

Parameter L s w1 w2 g r h1 h2
Single-layer (mm) 23.6 0.4 0.5 6.5 1.8 0.3 3 0
Dual-layer (mm) 25.7 0.3 0.2 6.3 1.6 0.5 0.254 2.746
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Figure 3: Simulated unit-cell absorption efficiency at 2.45GHz as a
function of the incidence angle (TE polarization).
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designed with the optimized h2 � 6mm unit cell (air gap
thickness has been selected to obtain good impedance
matching). 'e designed structure includes a ground plane
of thickness 2mm for increasing the overall robustness and a
combining network implemented on a 0.508mm thick
S7136 dielectric (εR � 3.6, tanδ � 0.0035), shown in
Figure 5(b). 'e optimized dimensions of the unit cell are
listed in Table 2.

'e combining network is designed with microstrip
technology, where matched T-junctions are implemented
with quarter-wave transformers [18], and an SMA connector
is soldered at the network output (not present in
Figure 5(b)). Simulation results of the combining network
are shown in Figure 6. For the sake of representation clarity,
only maximum, minimum, and average values (selected for
each frequencies) of transmission coefficients, i.e.,

maxi�1,...,64|Si,out|, mini�1,...,64|Si,out|, 1/64 × 
64
i�1|Si,out|, re-

spectively, are shown. Furthermore, phases have been
normalized to the first port value, i.e., ∠Si,out − ∠S1,out, and
also in this case only maximum, minimum, and mean values
have been depicted.

Assuming an impinging plane wave perpendicular to the
collection surface plane, equivalent behaviors among
combining network ports (very similar behaviors are found
in Figure 6), and neglecting effects caused by the periodicity
interruption at the borders (due to the finite size of the
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Figure 5: (a) 8× 8 metasurface array structure and (b) details of the microstrip transmission line- (TL-) based combining network.

Table 2: Optimized dimensions of the 6mm air gap unit cells.

L S w1 w2 g r h1 h2
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Figure 4: Simulated unit cell S11 and efficiency as a function of the air gap h2.
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metasurface structure). we estimate an overall efficiency of
the structure as η ≈ ηms × ηcn � 0.876 at 2.45GHz, where
ηcn ≈ IL · (1 − |Sout,out|

2) is an estimation of the combining
network efficiency which takes into account the network
insertion loss IL (the maximum IL is 0.52 dB at 2.45GHz and
ηcn ≈ 0.887) and the output impedance mismatch. From this
simple evaluation, it can be deduced that the combining
network insertion loss can severely deteriorate the overall
conversion efficiency, and for this reason it has to be
minimized during the combining network design. One
possibility to reduce the combining network insertion loss
(an consequently increase the overall efficiency) is to realize
smaller size metasurface arrays, i.e., 2× 2 or 4× 4, and this
has been verified by simulation at 2.45GHz in Figure 7.
Nonetheless, the energy rectification stage usually requires a
certain amount of input power to provide the maximum RF-
to-DC conversion efficiency; for this reason, the energy
harvesting system has to be optimally designed to make a
trade-off between the metasurface array size increase (for
collecting a larger amount of power) and the insertion loss
increase (due to the combining network increased size).

Another possibility to reduce the combining network
insertion loss is to employ very low-loss dielectric materials
to reduce the transmission line signal attenuation. However,
vias which connect the combining network and the meta-
surface can also affect the overall efficiency. Hence, the effect
of radius r and length h3 of combining network vias to the
combining network insertion loss IL and efficiency ηcn has
been investigated, and simulation results are shown in
Figure 8 (it should be noted that the via length h3 is assumed
to be only the portion of the via within the combining
network layer and not the length htot within the dual-layer
unit cell whose effect is already included in the term ηms).

While the parameter r has only a minor effect on the
combining network IL (at least for the considered range of
values), the via length h3 increase leads to an IL increase and,
consequently, an overall efficiency decrease. 'is suggests to
limit the combining network layer thickness.

It should be stressed that the above employed overall
efficiency formula is an estimation of the efficiency valid only
in the case of good impedance matching and perfect phase
condition at the input port, which usually happens at the
frequency of the efficiency peak. In the next section, we will
present the experimental evaluation that includes all possible
input mismatches, phase differences among unit cells and
combining network, as well as boundary effects caused by
the finite size or number of array periodicity.

4. Measurement Results and Discussion

A prototype of the 8× 8 metasurface array has been man-
ufactured for experimental verification. Five Teflon spacers
fixed with plastic screws are used for improving structure
mechanical robustness. Figure 9 shows the experimental
setup. It employs an RF signal source capable of providing a
power Ptx � 10 dBm within the bandwidth of interest, a horn
antenna whose gain and reflection coefficient have been
previously characterized in a far-field anechoic chamber,
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Figure 6: Simulated S-parameters of the 8× 8 combining network. (a) Magnitude of Si,out and (b) normalized phases ∠Si,out − ∠S1,out.
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and a power meter connected to the metasurface output
port. 'emeasurement system has been fully calibrated with
cable losses and the transmitted power at each frequency
point of the measurement.

Measured Sout,out (with a vector network analyzer Agi-
lent N5230A) and absorption efficiency η (with the setup
depicted in Figure 9) are compared with the simulation
results and they are shown in Figure 10. In particular, the
metasurface reflection coefficient is about 15.1 dB at the
working frequency 2.45GHz, corroborating well the sim-
ulation results.

For the measurement of the efficiency, a distance
d� 3.55m between the horn antenna and the metasurface is
selected which is adequate for the hypothesis of the plane
wave. Efficiency is then calculated as

η �
Pload

Aphys · PDinc
, (2)

where Pload is the power meter reading, Aphys � 26.6mm2 is
the physical area of the metasurface array, and

PDinc �
PtxGtx

4πd2 , (3)

is the power density impinging at the metasurface.
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Figure 8: Simulated insertion loss and estimated overall conversion efficiency of the 8× 8 combining network at 2.45GHz as a function of
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Figure 10 shows some differences from Figure 3 because
simulation in Figure 10 takes into account the whole
structure (metasurface + combining network) and for this
reason includes the effect of the combining network in-
sertion loss IL described in Section 3 and other combining
network design imperfections shown in Figure 6, and the
metasurface periodicity interruption due to the finite size
(which can be roughly quantified by comparing the effi-
ciency peak estimated in Section 3—87.6%—and the sim-
ulated efficiency peak in Figure 10–85.9%). Moreover,
Figure 10 presents a measured peak efficiency of 84.4% at
2.41GHz. Discrepancies between the simulation and mea-
surement results are mainly due to fabrication imperfections
(since the dielectric material is very thin, it is not perfectly
parallel with the ground plane but it has a slightly undulating
profile), variations of material parameters from their
nominal values (for both the metasurface and the combining
network layers), and measurement setup imperfections
(such as nonperfect antenna and metasurface alignment and
transmitting antenna gain Gtx calibration errors).

Finally, the measured performance of the proposed
metasurface array is compared with that of other recently
proposed structures (∗ indicates absorption efficiency mea-
surement performed only on a unit cell; † indicates that
thickness is given only for the unit cell without combining
network) and the results are shown in Table 3. It should be
noted that the most part of the available literature only

provides results in terms of unit-cell efficiency, without
considering harvester practical implementation aspects such
as combining network insertion loss and array periodicity
interruption. Nonetheless, from Table 3 it can be deduced that
the employment of an air gap structure for our design is
beneficial to costs and overall efficiency (larger than that of
[18] and very similar to that of [19]), even if, in general, the use
of a suspended structure might increases thickness and
fabrication complexity (since vias have to be connected
through air). Nevertheless, the proposed metasurface en-
hances the wireless power collection with respect to the other
referred structures because of a larger collection surface and,
consequently, achieves improved overall energy harvesting
performance. In fact, assuming to employ two structures as in
[19] to obtain a collection surface close to the one proposed,
i.e., to collect the same amount of power which can be col-
lected by employing the proposed metasurface, and to design
a new combining network to combine the two structures
collected power into one rectifier device, the total efficiency
will decrease due to the new combining network insertion
loss, which has been demonstrated in Section 3 to be the most
detrimental effect.

5. Conclusion

An air gap structure useful for the design of a metasurface
unit cell for energy harvesting applications has been

Table 3: Measured performance comparison of the proposed design and other referred metasurfaces.

Ref. Structure Efficiency (%) Material (metasurface,
combining network)

Unit-cell area (mm3), thickness
[λ]

Cost
(unit cell)

[7] G-CSRR (11× 11) 83% (5.55GHz)∗ Rogers duriod RT5880, — 342.25, 0.015† High
[8] ELC (13×13) 93% (3GHz)∗ Rogers TMM10i, — 56.25, 0.026† High

[16] SRR+hollow cylinder
(10×10)

97.3%
(2.45GHz)∗ Copper + PTFE, — 400, 0.074† High

[17] Split-loop on air (20× 20) 97% (2.45GHz)∗ Air, — 392, 0.067† Low
[18] ERR (8× 8) 78% (3GHz) Rogers TMM10i, Rogers 5880 232.56, 0.016† High

[19] ELC (8× 8) 86% (2.45GHz) Rogers RO4350, Rogers
RO4350 240.25, 0.051 High

Prop. ELC (8× 8) 84.4% (2.41GHz) F4B/air, S7136 484, 0.071 Low
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proposed. Advantages in terms of costs and absorption
efficiency have been demonstrated by employing a classical
electric LC unit cell, even if the proposed air gap structure
can be easily extended to many other unit cells. Further-
more, an 8× 8 metasurface array has been designed and
prototyped, showing an efficiency of 84.4%, and with a larger
surface which can be exploited to collect a larger amount of
power and, consequently, to improve the overall harvesting
efficiency.
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